
 

 

   

                

 

1940’s Red Rolfe Rawlings RR Rolled Laced Web Glove 

Need I say more!...............................………..............................................................................................................$795 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/
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1920’s D&M White 1” Web 
 
This glove is super soft inside and out.  Along with the pristine D&M tag and extremely clean and pure white 
backside, the interior feels soft and smooth on the hand.  It has no ink, rips or tears.  Can’t tell who endorsed it but it 
is most likely the G24 laceless heel model.  Just a fantastic glove in every way……………...……………………$650 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

 1940’s Ripon 42 Ambidextrous Glove 

This is a very solid example of a rare and coveted mid-century model produced by Ripon Knitting Works, WI. You 
can still read the cool Ripon logo and other stampings. Broken shoe laces have been replaced with vintage leather 
laces. The original wrist strap has been professionally reinforced on the back…………………………………...$1,350 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/
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 1920’s Victor, Wright & Ditson Glove & Basemitt 

 
Two nice VW&D with nice linings and labels. 1b has some stamping visible, palm cloth label, and smooth lining.  1" 
web is 9 1/4” tall with leather piping, nice cloth label, and nice linin (has a couple small finger crotch separations). 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….$590 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/
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1950 Wilson A2170 Professional Ball Hawk 3 Two Finger Glove 
 
This two-finger model is in fantastic condition.  It features supple leather inside and out.  The inner lining feels 
perfect.  It has rolled leather piping, a nice Wilson incised button and lots of silver remaining on the front and back.  
This triple tunnel laced web glove has been properly relaced up top…...……………………………..............……$135 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/
http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/zp-core/full-image.php?a=wilson&i=wilson-a2170-two-finger-orange-front.jpg&q=75&wmk=!&dsp=Protected view&check=e26acc2f43524647821cc85d1146947e3981dd4d
http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/zp-core/full-image.php?a=wilson&i=wilson-a2170-two-finger-orange-back.jpg&q=75&wmk=!&dsp=Protected view&check=e26acc2f43524647821cc85d1146947e3981dd4d
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1920’s Johnny Mostil Dubow 4240 Glove 
 
As the house brand for Montgomery Wards, Marathon gloves often get little respect.   However, there are definitely 
bright lights of quality in Marathon's lineup - including this seldom-seen model 4240, endorsed by Johnny Mostil.  This 
glove's quality rivals (and exceeds) the similar top-line models of the same era by Reach, Spalding, and Dubow.  This 
example is fantastic - the horsehide lining feels wonderful, and the thick "thumping" leather feels very solid on the 
hand.  It features reinforced welting at crotch of the fingers, and yet another cool 2-grommet tabbed web.   There are a 
few dry/surface leather cracking spots in the leather on the fingers, but overall just a terrific 
glove…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….......…$175 
 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

   

            

                            

 

 

 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

                      

 
1920’s Billy Wambsganss Worth RWC Glove 

In the world of glove collecting, there are certain gloves that are simply “iconic”, not only for their quality but also for their 
historical importance.  Offered here is one such glove. 

Billy Wambsganss was a standout second baseman who played for a few teams from 1914-1926.   In the 1920 World Series, he 
executed the one and ONLY unassisted Triple Play in World Series History. 

A little over 10 years ago, Heritage Auctions sold a glove that was documented as game-used by Wamby, in that very same 
unassisted World Series triple play.  It sold for over $29,000.  This glove is similar to that one in a number of ways, including 
double thick strap web and the King Patent wrist opening, and is about as close as you will come to owning a Wamby gamer.  Or for 
that matter, for owning even a Wamby-endorsed glove.   They practically do not exist, and if so, they are rarely, if ever, for sale on 
the open market.  Chances are very high you’ve never seen one.  Until now. 

This example is a Worth splitfinger glove, model RWC (or maybe RW6), and it features some of the “iconic” features I mentioned:  
1”-2” double-thick web; leather reinforced between the fingers, all-leather binding, and of course, the famed, uber-rare (and super 
cool)  “King patent” laced wrist opening, and a nice Worth logo on the wrist strap button.  All of these features make the glove rare 
in its own right, but the Billy Wambsganss endorsement launches it into stratosphere of collectability.  

This glove is in original condition. It still could be cleaned up quite a bit. The endorsement is faint but it’s definitely there.  

For the record:  Despite the similarities between this glove and the auctioned gamer, I see no way to determine whether or not 

this glove was actually game-used by Wamby.  It’s too bad that the photo of Billy W from the Library of Congress isn’t just a little 
sharper.  That glove he’s holding sure looks like this one.   

And even though this was obviously a very well-loved glove – think about what else it represents, and how rare it is, and ask 
yourself, “When/where will I find another one?” 

It deserves a place in your collection!........................................................................................................................................... .$1,,850 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/
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1930’s Jimmy Dykes Spalding 3 Finger Glove 
 
Every collection needs to have a Lutzke-style 3-finger glove, aka the "Bee Sting" glove, and here is a good starter 
example for yours, and a rare Jimmy Dykes endorsement at that.  Rough condition, including rough lining, and a large 
tear in the front/pocket leather.  Not a great glove for catch, but definitely eye-catching for display, instantly 
recognizable to veteran glove collectors………………………………………………………………………………$135 
 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/
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1910’s Spalding White 1” Web Glove 
 
This is a beauty.  It’s a 1910’s Spalding adult-sized white 1” web with nice 1908 patent date stampings in the heel.  It 
is extremely soft inside and out.  The lining is calfskin and couldn’t be any softer.  It has a super clean brass button as 
well as a Spalding tag but it’s a bit muted or faded.  It has nearly perfect leather piping.  There are no real flaws on 
this glove with the exception of a mark or staining on the back of the thumb.  It has never been cleaned and could 
probably whiten up even more.  Just a fantastic feeling glove and very white early Spalding glove that you want to 
put on your hand……………………………………………………………………………………………….……$700 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/
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1920’s Winchester Basemitt 
 
Keeper quality Winchester basemitt with great large label and smooth lining…...…………………………………$550 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/
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1920’s Dutch Ruether Goldsmith 1 Inch Web Glove 
 
This glove fits on so many lists.  Dutch Ruether was a member of the 1919 Cincinnati Reds (against the Black Sox), 
he was on the ’27 Yankees and he was a Brooklyn Dodger.  It’s also an endorsed 1 inch web in outstanding condition.  
It’s soft and supple both inside and out.  “Dutch” is light but there and Ruether is pretty bold.  It features a fantastic 
blue & gold Goldsmith tag as well as a Goldsmith incised button.  It has nearly perfect leather piping.  The only flaw 
on this one is the name scratched onto the back.  Just a fantastic feeling glove and the only one cataloged in the hobby 
over the last 25 years…………………………………………………………..……………………………….……$700 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 

1900’s Crescent Pad Laced Palm Catchers Mitt 

Early 1900's two tone black/russet leather catchers mitt. Adult size, 10"H X 10 1/2"W.  Rare lace-up palm and 
grommet web.  Some restoration work to tears to the leather on the face.  Otherwise the mitt is in excellent shape with 
a fully formed crescent heel pad.  All leather piping.  Quick release buckle. Nice on hand feel…………...………$475 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/
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Lot of 3 1950’s Centerfielder Gloves (Mickey Mantle, Duke Snider & Willie Mays) 
 
Who was the best center fielder of the 50s/60s?  Some would argue for their favorite of the time, but you don’t have 
to, Mantle, Mays Snider USA top quality models, yo.  Real nice Mantle MM Personal with strong endorsement, nice 
lining and some silver (little scratching on back side of pinkie and a little scratchiness in lining thumb), Mays GC12 
Macregor GBlack Crown Personal solid inside and out, and Rawlings DS Snider also real solid but fingers and web 
relaced.  Will consider offers on each if group doesn’t sell…………………………………………………………$675 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

      

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

 

1910’s Wright & Ditson Basemitt 

Early Wright Ditson sewn web basemitt. Good condition measures 9x9. Fantastic antique look with the W&D large 
label on the thumb…………………………………………………………………………………………………...$275 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/
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1950’s Jackie Robinson JC Higgins 1617 Glove 
 
USA made 50s JC Higgins Jackie Robinson with large endorsement.  Very rare USA Robinson (two known?).  Glove 
has been relaced, ink on wrist, and is missing some piping but it’s solid and American history!.........................$1,100.   
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/
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 1940’s Elmer Riddle Goldsmith DW Special Services U.S. Army Glove 
 
Outstanding example of the archetypical wartime glove - the Goldsmith, Elmer Riddle.  This virtually unused beauty 
shows bright silver stamping throughout, even on the horsehide lining, which is of course, like butter.  And the cool, 
smooth leather smells wonderful.  Rare full "SPECIAL SERVICES U.S. ARMY" stamp on wrist strap   If you're ready 
for your final upgrade of a wartime glove, the wait is over. …………………………………………………...……..$275 
 
 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/
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1940’s Elmer Riddle Goldsmith DW U.S.N.Glove 
 
Here is a yet another beautiful wartime Elmer Riddle glove, and this one is for you Seamen out there - issued via the 
U.S.Navy, as witnessed by the U.S.N. stamp on the wrist strap.   Again, hardly any use to this one, with the cool, 
smooth leather that makes you not want to take this glove off.   The leather smells terrific and the silver stamping is 
still really great.  Pair this up with the Super Rare "U.S.N. stamped Ford Frick National League baseball, for the 
greatest navy baseball display ever!..............................................................................................................................$225 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/
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 1940’s Elmer Riddle Goldsmith UN U.S. Navy Glove 
 
Here is a very nice example of the venerable wartime favorite Goldsmith Elmer Riddle.  This one has gorgeous soft 
leather, a butter-soft horsehide interior, and is ready for catch!   While there is ink on the back of the thumb ("J") and 
pinky ("Reh."), the ink is true to the time period and use - I believe these are abbreviations for military units.  This is 
actually the glove that came with the U.S.N. stamped NL Ford Frick baseball.  If you buy that as well, you’ll have a 
matched set....................................................................................................................................................................$125 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/
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1940’s Spalding Ford Frick Official National League U.S.N. Baseball 
 
Impossible to find, almost 1-of-1 unused Official National League Ford Frick baseball, stamped U.S.N.!  I've seen 
plenty of gloves, etc. but never a GI ball, and certainly not in this condition.   The perfect accompaniment to a beauty 
U.S.N. glove, for that perfect Navy wartime baseball display.  If you want it, here it is come and get it... but you better 
hurry cuz it may not last…............................................................................................................................................$150 
 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/
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1920’s Victor, Wright & Ditson Basemitt 

This is an early Victor Wright Ditson baseman mitt.  Measures 10 1/4 x 9 1/2. Smooth soft leather that feels great on 
hand.  The bucklestraps are in nice condition and has the VWD cloth label at base of the 
palm……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..….$275
base of the palm. $275 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/
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1940’s Bill Doak Rawlings H Glove 2 
 
The Rawlings Bill Doak glove is a CLASSIC, and a must-have for every collection.  There are early-, mid-, and late-
era designs for Doaks, and a few model #’s,  The Model H is the largest, best quality, and this one is a superb  example.  
Solid, smooth, thick still-orangey leather all around, outstanding lining, great leather piping, and the key is the 2 
patches on the wrist strap; serious collectors look for Doaks with the white "BILL DOAK GLOVE" 2nd patch, and 
they don't get much better than on this one.   Plus, this Model Hs, has the Rawlings "bars" patch. This one appears to 
have some relacing in the web.... Great Doak!..............................................................................................................$175 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

1900’s Goldsmith Full Web With Celluloid Button 

1900's Goldsmith full web glove with mint celluloid button and patch. Soft, supple leather with a flannel like full 
inner lining.  The glove has no rips or tears, feels great on the hand.  Roomy adult size at 9 1/2"H X 8 1/2"W…...$275 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 
 

      

                                                              

 

1920’s Dazzy Vance Edward K. Tryon DV Glove in Box 
 

This is one of the few Dazzy Vance gloves in the box.  The exterior leather is super supple and is the best feature of 
this glove.  The stampings are bold and it features both the Edward K. Tryon and Dazzy Vance tags.  All the laces are 
original.  The inner lining has flaws up inside but not very visible on display except for the index finger pad area.  It 
has rolled leather piping,.  The box isn’t perfect either as the left side panel is missing and shows some pretty good 
wear.  It’s a very rare numbers matching set…….……….………………………………………………………....$795 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 
 

      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
 

1930’s Dazzy Vance Vim Sports Radio F400 Super Special Glove in Box 
 

This is one of the other rare Dazzy Vance gloves in the box.  The exterior leather is super supple but the inner lining 
has flaws up in the fingers.   It features the cool lace up wrist strap.  There is a thumb seam separation on the back 
under the web so it needs to be restiched.  There is another Dazzy Vance Vim Super Special in the hobby in very nice 
condition so this can be upgraded at some point.  The glove has never been cleaned and could stand a good cleaning. 
The box looks fine from the front but the bottom half is a bit rough.  It has a rip on the right side of the box as visible 
in the last pic and shows some general wear all over.  The box has May 13th, 1939 written on the 
front…………………………………………...………………………………………………………..…………....$550 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/
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1920’s Reach Basemitt 
 
Very nice looking Reach oven mitt 1B glove from the 20s.  Pretty white/olive buckskin outer leather, intact 
buckle/strap, nice smooth lining, and a STUNNING A.J. Reach cloth patch.   Small-ish glove, might be youth, but I can 
easily get my hand in it.  Either way, just a great glove to round out your early fielder's gloves with a 1B mitt!........$125 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 

1900’s D&M Laced Heel Catchers Mitt 

Super rare and early D&M buckle back catchers mitt features the patented grommet web, intact belted heel lacing, 
riveted hard fiber perimeter banding and oval buckle.  Nice cloth patch, beautiful leather condition inside and out.  
Adult sized at 10"W X 10"H.  A well loved mitt with various vintage seam stitching repairs that don't detract from 
this great baseball relic………………………………………………………………………………………………$475 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                                                                                                              

 

1955 Rip Collins Wilson Ambidextrous Glove 

A white whale up for sale for the first time in two decades.  Here’s pioneering glover’s Ron Carlson’s description in the September 
2000 Glove Collector Newsletter. 
 
“This one-of-a-kind” glove was custom-designed by Collins, [the ex-Cardinal and Gas House Ganger,] at the Wilson Factory. Ripper 
had the glove made in about 1955 as a Spring Training prank.  It worked so well that it became an annual rite of spring. Every year, 
Ripper would travel to Spring Training sites to ‘sell’ players on Wilson gloves and other baseball goods.  Ripper would often hand 
this glove to an unsuspecting rookie and tell him it was official team issue. This glove was Ripper’s pride and joy and the true gem of 
this or any other glove collection.” 
 
Professionally relaced many years ago, probably at the Wilson plant. Rip Collins script endorsement in the palm and Wilson USA 
stamping on the heel  
 
Includes letters from Collin’s son and Ron Carlson, various vintage articles about the glove and Collin’s collection, and a custom-
made Lucite case for the ambi,  Plus an amazing email thread from the Houston Post sports columnist who first bought the Ripper’s 
collection from his son……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..$5,000 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/
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1920’s/30’s Spalding Grommet Web Glove 
 
Absolute top-line glove from the 1930, with the super-cool 3-eyelet tabs for the web.   Leather binding, Spalding patch 
& button, and the same web as the legendary Reach Al Reach glove.  I only wish I could make out the model number - 
can ALMOST be seen.    Nice feel on the hand, nice pocket shape… a great glove from a great era!.........................$150 
 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/
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1940’s Bob Elliott Wilson A2140 Glove 
 
Stunning hardly-used, high-quality Wilson A2140 Bob Elliott glove.  The cool, smooth soft lining feels great when you 
slide it on your hand.  Take this to the ball game - oh the comments you'll get!  (I've done it - fun!)  The stampings are 
awesome, with lots of silver remaining, and the lovely brass button and early black Wilson patch are mint.   Condition 
is usually  "king" nowadays, and this one is a rare beauty in that regard - even the stitching on the back is still 
white…………………………………………………………………………………...………………………………$125 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

   

                

 

1968-69 MacGregor KC1 Kangaroo Glove 

New, mint with box 1968-69 MacGregor KC1 kangaroo outfield baseball glove.  It is time to part with my beloved 
KC1.  I used one as a teenager.  These were not openly sold to the public.  You had to “know” about them and order 
from a professional sport equipment supplier.  12.50" This is for a left-handed thrower, but who would play with this 
anyway?  Willie Mays used this model glove to make his famous Candlestick Park chain link fence catch over Bobby 
Bonds.  I am not aware of another new one in existence, along with the original box!  It is a “Unicorn.” This will 
only gain in value………………………………………..………………………………………………………..$2,500 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

1940’s Martin Marion Rawlings MM Glove 

1940's near mint Rawlings Martin Marion model MM.  Rare black leather, stamped military issue.  Large supple 
glove, all original with great on hand feel…………………………………………………………………………...$225 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

    

                              

 

 

1900s Victor Sporting Goods Full Web 

This early white full web glove measures 8.5" from left to right and 9.5" from top to bottom.  The lining is in nice 
condition and is feels great on the hand.  It makes me want to go out and have a catch or sit on the couch with it on 
during a game.  There is some minor lining separation up inside the thumb stall.  White full webs are pretty tough to 
come by from this manufacturer……………………………………………………………………………...…….$375 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/
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1960’s Sam Esposito Spalding 1053 Personal Model Glove 
 
When's the last time you saw a Spalding 1053 Sammy Esposito Personal Model glove?  Probably never - they are more 
rare than hen's teeth, I only know of 4 examples anywhere.  TOP-line Spalding glove from the glory days of baseball 
and glove designs.   Very solid leather, cool bowl-shape on the hand, and nice lining,  exterior leather generally good, 
with some dry spots.   All that said... try to find another one;  if you still need one, here you go!...............................$150 
 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 

1920’s Biddle Catchers Mitt 

Rare 1920's Biddle Sporting Goods buckle web catchers mitt.  Overall good condition with some wear to the finger 
stalls on the back.  The cloth patch is frayed at the edges but still completely readable.  10 1/2" H X 10"W.  A solid 
mitt with nice on hand feel…………………………………………………………………………………………..$185 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/
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1930’s Heinie Manush 4220 Marathon Glove 
 
This is a high quality 1930’s Heinie Manush 4220 glove.  Manush is on the pre-war HOF list.  This one has nice 
stampings and extremely supple leather.  Feels nice on the hand with no holes, ink, rips or tears.  This one is 
constructed almost identical in quality to the Johnny Mostil Marathon model…………………..………………....$150 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/
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1940’s Bill Nicholson Dubow Glove 
 
Gorgeous, hardly-used, high-quality Dubow Bill "Swish" Nicholson glove.   The lining feels like butter, and when you 
slip this glove on, you won't want to take it off.    This is another one to take this to the ball game - the comments you 
get will be great.  The stamping readable, but faint and with no factory ink in the stamping - typical Dubow glove.  One 
of the looped-lace webs has been relaced.   Condition is outstanding………………………………………………...$145 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

1940’s Ted Williams Stall & Dean 8084 Glove 

1940's Stall & Dean Ted Williams model 8084 glove.  Unique patented "curve form" back panel.  A really large 
glove, supple, all original and a great on hand feel.  Excellent factory markings front and back…………………..$225 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/
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1920’s Ken Williams Marathon 4232 Glove 
 
Very nice example of a neat little glove, the Marathon 4232 Ken Williams.  Smooth solid leather, nice lining, and has 
the very cool 2-eyelet tabs for webbing.  I'd keep this one, but I have another one - one of my very first gloves ever, 
from very long ago.  Still in my collection - indicates how cool these gloves are.  you can fold these in half 
(lengthwise), put 'er in your pocket, and take it to the ball game - and what great comments you WILL get!  Gotta get 
you a Kenny Williams...................................................................................................................................................$125 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

Group of Four Vintage Catchers Mitts 

A group of four vintage catchers mitt.  Clockwise from the top: an early 1900's crescent pad mitt with grommet web 
& early belt style heel lacing.  Torn wrist strap, tears in the pocket with vintage repair attempts.  Otherwise the leather 
is in good shape inside and out.  (2) A 1920's Spalding mitt with 10/0 and "World Series Model" stamped on the face. 
Nice cloth patch.  The fastback style mitt is in decent shape with general wear and tear.  (3) A 1920's Reach mitt with 
12-A "Professional" and "Double Face" Indian logo stamped on the front.  The leather is in decent shape with a two 
inch tear at the wrist opening and tip of leather strap gone.  (4) A 1915 Wright & Ditson mitt with a unique fastback 
style and the classic tennis player cloth patch.  The leather is stiff with broken/missing lacing.  All the mitts were 
large, high quality and top of the line in their day…………………………………………………………………..$250 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/
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 1939 Joe Gordon Folsom G595 Glove 

 
This is a high-quality near perfect Joe Gordon G595 glove.  It’s just about mint except for the owner’s name and 1939 
in ink on the back.  This one is all original and has nice stampings, just about all the silver remaining and extremely 
supple leather inside and out.  It’s stamped “Specially Designed Joe Gordon Model”.  I was attracted to the original 
white laces in the heel and web.  Feels perfect on the hand with no holes, rips or tears. I kept the box it came in as I 
love Joe Gordons in the box...............................................................…………………………….………………....$150 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 
 

      
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          =                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

               

1920’s Raywill 238 Grommet Web Glove 
 
This glove has very soft and supple leather with nice on hand feel.  It has the Raywill button and cloth label.........$250 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

1920’s Goldsmith 67 Glove 

A 1920's Goldsmith model 67 glove in super condition inside and out.  Soft supple leather, great factory markings and 
1923 patent stamp on the thumb for the tunnel loop webbing.  A large, high quality, adult-sized glove with all leather 
piping………………………………………………………………………………………………...……………....$185 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 
 

      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                             
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          =                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

               
 

1940’s Joe DiMaggio Spalding 133 & Ted Williams Wilson A2112 Gloves 
 
There was a once rumored completed deal that had Boston trading Ted Williams to New York for Joe DiMaggio 
(supposedly rescinded by one team the next day).  It made some sense with both players going to the fields with the 
shorter porches to their strength, short left field that is the Green Monster for the righty DiMaggio and the lefty 
Williams feasting on the short porch of Yankee stadium.  That would have been interesting!  Players were sort of 
opposites, as are these two nice splitfingers with strong endorsements.  Nice linings, no ink……………………...$375 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 
 

     
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          =                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 

    

1950’s Stan Musial Rawlings PM Front 
 
During the 1950s, glove manufacturers experimented with all sorts of glove designs, including using FEWER fingers in 
their gloves - even the top-line ones.  Such is the case with the Rawlings PM PlayMaker Supreme, Stan Musial 
Personal Model - a 3 finger glove that actually feels great when you put it on your hand.  This example is in terrific 
shape - very little use, with the exterior leather like new, lining great and smooth, and readable stampings in the pocket.  
The fingertip lacing has been redone, and there is a broken lace at the base of the web, but the piping is in good shape, 
and with a perfect Rawlings patch on the back.  There is name/address written on the back of the pinky, BUT when you 
slide your hand into this one, it's easy to forget about that.  If you don't have a top-line 3-finger glove, here's the 
ticket!.............................................................................................................................................................................$145  
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 
 

     
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          =                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 

    

1950’s Lefty Gomez Wilson 2034 Glove 
 
The Wilson A2034 Lefty Gomez is a CLASSIC 1950's era glove, with all the features of the day, just before the pivotal 
1958 A2000 that changed glove design forever.  As such, Gomez gloves are typically very common;  this example is 
far from typical.  Besides being NrMt and barely used, it sports pumpkin orange leather, silver stampings, a perfect 
lining, and the oh-so-good-beautiful Red/White/Blue "Wilson" patch on the wrist strap - Wilson only did this for a year 
or two - too bad!  When you're ready to pull the trigger on the last Lefty Gomez you'll ever need in your collection - 
here tis - just need a box!...............................................................................................................................................$350 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

1960’s Boog Powell Rawlings TN10 Heart of the Hide Basemitt 

1960's Rawlings Boog Powell HOH TN10 basemitt in near mint condition.  A really large mitt with supple leather 
featuring the "Big T Trapper" web and "Magic Action" outseam back.  Won't find a nicer example……………...$149 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

     

                

 

1950’s Rocky Colavito Spalding 1101 Personal Model Glove 

Nr-Mt and same as the Herb Score HSP but it has different tanning and stamping...................................................$750 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 
 

     
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          =                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 

                                  

1950’s Herb Score Rawlings HSP Glove 
 
Nice looking solid HSP for your collection, or for catch.   Nice display glove, and with enough "experience" that you 
won't be afraid to take it out for a catch.   Very nice stamping, good smooth lining, good binding, loops intact, looks to 
be original laces as well.   Some checking on the wrist strap & pinky, but overall a nice example……………...…..$150 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

  

                      

1939 Jimmie Foxx Spalding 151 Professional Model Basemitt 

This was at the top of the Spalding line in 1939.  It is in outstanding condition and only made that one year.  The 
inner lining is smooth and feels great on the hand.  It features a nice Spalding tag.  It has no ink, rips or tears.  The 
buckle strap has been professionally and perfectly replaced.  If you collect only high quality or top of the line gloves 
and mitts then this one is for you……………………………….………………..………………………………....$285 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 
 

     
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          =                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 

    

1970’s Rawlings XPG3-H Heart of the Hide Glove 
 
A terrific example of a ca. 1977 Rawlings Pro level HOH glove that is broken in to perfection, yet standing the test of 
time, double-relaced and ready for catch/play in the next phase of its life.  Dark, soft, smooth leather that will make you 
want to keep this one on your hand, strong leather yet super flexible.  Rare factory H-web that is the very same model 
glove that  HOFer Brooks Robinson used for years at the "hot corner" in Baltimore.  Previous owner's name is 
engraved along the pinky (like a player endorsement), but it's unobtrusive.  Might likely become your new favorite 
"catch" glove…………………………………………………………………………………………………………..$175 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 
 

      
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          =                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

               
 

Lot of Three 1930’s/40’s Stall & Dean Splitfinger Gloves 
 
Three cool looking Stall & Dean splitfingers, two with labels.  One has some ink on wrist, one a dirty label, and one 
with some checking in the lining but otherwise pretty solid gloves………………………………………………...$230 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 
 

      
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          =                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 

                                     

1940’s Denkert 400 U.S. Oct.-45 Glove 
 
Here is a very nice Denkert Model 400 that was a U.S. military issue, dated OCT-45 - very shortly after World War II 
in the Pacific. Lovely bright orange leather, gleaming silver stampings, and an incredible lining when you put it on 
your hand.  Small ink on the wriststrap, but no matter - take this one to the ball game, and watch the comments roll in.  
VERY nostalgic, cool military issue glove……………………………………………………………………………$125 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

1940’s Joe DiMaggio Spalding Marvel 233 Glove 

1940's Spalding Marvel Joe DiMaggio model 233 glove.  Large size, soft tan leather with black piping.  This is a rare 
"Selflex" model with segmented finger stalls.  The glove has seen little use and all the factory markings are strong. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….$225 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 
 

       
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          =                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 

                                   

1960’s Roger Maris Spalding 42-211 Personal Model Glove 
 
Seldom-seen version of the numerous Whitey Ford USA Personal models, and this one is a real beauty.  Fastback glove 
with smooth, strong palimino leather, great stampings, and a very cool single-post web (unusual for a pitcher).   Feels 
terrific on the hand, of course, and it's in original condition - no cleaning/conditioning was required.  HOFer……..$295 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 

1940’s Morris Arnovich George A. Reach WOW Glove 

A 1930-40's Geo. Reach Morris Arnovich model WOW glove in close to near mint condition. It's a large, high quality 
glove.  A beauty inside and out.  Unimprovavble factory markings, nice reddish-brown leather contrasting with the 
yellow dyed leather wrist strap.  Pretty cool!..............................................................................................................$179 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 
 

      
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          =                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 

                      

1930’s Al Simmons Denkert G105 Glove 
 
Very nice early Denkert Al Simmons glove with smooth soft exterior horsehide leather, full smooth leather lining and 
nice intact piping all around.  Dual-loop web that just screams 1920s/1930s.  Small-ish in size, but adult hand easily 
fits.   Great little early glove that woiuld clean up even nicer. Simmons played for a plethora of teams from the '20s-
'40s, most notably A's and White Sox, and was inducted into the HOF in 1953…………………………………...….$95  
 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

1950’s Bob Feller JC Higgins 1638 Glove 

1950's J.C.Higgins Bob Feller model 1638 glove.  All leather, high quality and near mint condition.  Tough to find a 
nicer example………………………………………………………………………………………………………..$129 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

   

                

 

1940’s Ted Williams Hutch 52 Glove 

Mint except for a little shelf wear.…………..............................................................................................................$495 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

      

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 
TruSport G40 Glove 

Hardly used with super soft leather inside and out.  Butter soft on hand feel.  Has a unique diamond web.  Light ink 
on pinky……………………………………………………………………………………………………………...$185 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

   

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

1950’s Johnny Groth Rawlings JG Glove 

A 1950's Rawlings Johnny Groth model JG "Custom Crafted" glove in nice shape.  Rare black/gold cloth patch, clear 
factory markings.  A large glove with supple leather inside and out.  No tears.  A top glove in its day...……….…..$79  
 
Will sell both the JG and GC1 models for $140. 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

1930’s Augie Galan Montgomery Wards 4224 Glove 

1930's Wards Augie Galan model 4224 glove.  Soft, supple reddish brown leather with contrasting tan lacing and 
black leather piping.  Great condition inside and out.  Tunnel web with fixed web below. Great on hand feel……$119 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

      

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          =                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

     

1940’s Marvin Owens D&M Glove 

Draper Maynard buckle back endorsed by Marvin Owens.  Good condition glove with soft leather and nice D&M 
large Cloth label.  Very small hole at base of pinky and ring finger………………………………………………. $125 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 
 

      
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          =                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

               
 

1940’s Cy Young Hutch Glove 
 
Hutch Cy Young with smooth lining and strong endorsement……………………………………………………...$475 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 
 

      
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          =                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 

                        
1980’s Wilson A2000 1650 J. Kanter Pro Stock Glove 
 
Wilson was very clear when they made gloves for the pros:  there's a 3- or 4-digit style number stamped on the gloves, 
and in some cases, the only time when a player's name is stamped on the top-line A2000 - if it was issued to him.  This 
is a like-new USA Wilson A2000 is stamped 1636 - an obvious infield design with the classic small solid IF web, and 
this one has the closed back.  The glove is nearly new, only partially broken in, and feels wonderful.  "J. KANTER" is 
written in very faded marker along the thumb and pinky, and doing some research, this probably was issued to John 
Kanter, a minor-leaguer who played in the Phillies and A's organizations in the early 1980s (including the Madison 
Muskies!). An absolutely great glove - NO disappointments…………………………………………………………$225 
 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

   

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

1950’s Red Schoendienst MacGregor GC1 Glove 

A MacGregor Red Schoendienst "SpiderWeb" model GC1 glove.  A reverse button model with rare wrist reinforcing 
lacing.  Nice patch and factory markings. Leather is in decent shape………………………………………………..$79  

Will sell both the GC1 and JG models for $140. 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 
 

      
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          =                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

               
 

1940’s Honus Wagner Honus Wagner Sporting Goods Glove 
 
Honus Wagner endorsed Honus Wagner brand.  Tall 10” very soft well-made splitfinger with deep stamping and 
smooth lining………………………………………………………………………………………………………...$575 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 
 

     
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          =                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 

    
 

                
 
 

 

2000’s Daniel Cabrera Nokona AMG-1250 Game-Used Glove 
 
Very rare Nokona MLB gamer glove, embroidered for Daniel Cabrera, who was a pitcher for the Orioles, Nationals, 
and D'Backs in the 2000s.   This is a Kangaroo hide glove, Made in USA, Trap-Eze design, black as coal, smooth as 
butter, soft as a baby's behind.   Perfectly broken in, but no heavy wear from use.  It sports Cabrera's name in red 
cursive, and his country's flag from the Dominican Republic.  A very rare, very cool game glove.  When's the last time 
you saw one of these?....................................................................................................................................................$450  
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

          

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

1950’s Bruce Edwards Rawlings BE Catchers Mitt 

Rare, early 1950's Rawlings Bruce Edwards model BE "Target" catchers mitt in great condition.  Nice two-tone tan 
back and cordovan front.  The "Target" logo with catcher stamp are great as are the other factory markings.  10"H X 
10 1/2"W measuring along the pocket.  Soft, supple leather throughout.  One of Rawlings best mitts back in the 
day...............................................................................................................................................................................$119 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

   

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 Rawlings Pro 1000 Heart of The Hide Glove 

Rare early infielders model in EX/EX+ condition; still very useable and all original.  U.S.A……………………..$450 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

   

                                      

 

Kansas City Royals Infield Gloves 

Frank White and Buddy Biancalana game-used gloves.  What a pair!   Game-used and in nice condition Rawlings 
XPGS gloves.  C'mon: Frank White! - how many? EIGHT gold gloves!  Both nicely signed as well.  $2,500.  What?  
Too much?   Bulldinky!!  Just a crummier Frank White sold at auction for more than this.  

  

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 
 

      
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          =                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

               

           

D&M Trophy 
 
Killer D&M cup that will enhance any glove display. Sits and displays wonderfully but has some scratches and 
bottom is a little misshapen.  Size is approximately 9” x 9” and engraved “D&M Presented By W. I. Lucas Sporting 
Goods Co.”………………………………………………………………………………………………………...$2,100 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 
 

    
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          =                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

               
 

Baseball Trophy 
 
Great old time looking “hood ornament” baseball hitter trophy stands 11 1/2” by 7” on plastic base with general wear 
throughout.  Spice up those displays!......................................................................………………………………...$235 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/
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